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Immigration and Naturalization 
1960 
A collection of letters, memorandum, telegrams, lists of persons naturalized in the US & other 
items. Examples are: letters (Sept.-Oct. 1960) from constituent Mrs. Golda E. Bickel, Wilson & 
Commissioner Swing (INS) re/ complaints as to “our country bringing in refugees from other 
countries and them take jobs away from the American tax payers . . . . My husband was laid off 
because the company could get a Hungarian for less money;” “Memo For File” and letters 
(10/60) re/ problems for Descanso constituent Joseph A. Perkins in obtaining a restricted 
radiotelephone operator’s permit; letters (10/60) from Wilson & Kennedy M. Crockett (Consul 
General, Tijuana, Mexico) re/ “waiting period now being encountered by intending immigrants 
to the United States;” copies of letters (6/14/60) from Wilson to “recently naturalized [citizens] 
in San Diego; letter (6/14/60 from Wilson and attached copy of 6 page “List of Persons 
Naturalized in United States District Court, San Diego, California During the Month of April, 
1960;” copies of “List of Persons Naturalized in United States District Court, San Diego, 
California” during the months of January, February, May & December 1960; letters (Aug.-Sept. 
1960) re/ extensive correspondence related to politically conservative constituent concerns as 
to allowing Dr. Gojka Stula of Yugoslavia to continue his visitor status; letters (July-Aug. 1960) 
re/ constituent Miss Stella Murphy’s wish to be married in Italy; letters (Aug.-Oct. 1960) re/ 
birth certificate problem for Jose Cruz Aviles; letters (June-July 1960) re/ constituent’s concern 
about how long an alien can remain in the US without ever getting their citizenship papers;  
letters (12/59-2/60) re/ La Jolla constituent Mrs. Shirley Wood’s inquiry as to the “World 
Refugee Year  and Congressional Action;” letters (12/59-2/60) re/ concerns of Port Director 
John Bates over “arbitrary action of the Acting District Director in Los Angeles” affecting 
“passenger movements, air and maritime, through the Port of San Diego;” letters (11/59 & 
2/60) re/ constituent Gregory P. Star and his brother Nikolaos P. Stavropoulos’ immigrant visa 
case; letter (3/18/60) re/ Wilson’s interest “in helping you in your desire to get your son, Chu 
Chung Kei, admitted for permanent residence;” other items in this folder are: letters (Mar.-Apr. 
1960) re/ Immigration Act H.R. 9385 & constituent’s intended lives in Pakistan; letter (1/22/60) 
from William Dounce to Wilson thanking him for his 12/16/59 letter of welcome as a new US 
citizen and asking if there was anything he could do for Wilson; stapled packet of letters (Apr.-
July 1960) re/ issue of leprosy diagnosis of immigrant from Mexico and complication to obtain 
readmission to US; stapled packet of letters & curriculum vita + photograph (8/59-6/60) re/ 
“application of Mr. Harold Chen-Yung Chou and his family for nonquota vista status as refugee-
escapees.” 


